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Overview :
CADRC and KML present an urgent need for analyzing the enormous volume of digital data in
people centered applications. Adaptive knowledge-based collaborative agents were suggested. A
matrix for collaborative control, monitoring and management was outlined (Halldane Aug 2006)
based on inline and crossline management principles. This introduced channels describing the
technology and context, nodes of common parameters or attributes to link with other channels
through secure analytical gates, then parallel tracks of meaningful criteria from performance,
specifications, monitoring, to priorities. This is now applied in analytical scenarios to compare
channels and tracks for assessing technology against meaningful infocyber tracks (Figure 1).
Technology assessment, TA, sets science-based overlays of scenarios for each meaningful
parameter to be compared. Conclusions are drawn from each scenario according to the context
and priority for the linked parameters in the technology assessment. Meaningful TA has been a
tradition in management, especially for the US astronaut moon landing in 1969 spurred by the
sputnik dogs in 1959, the creation of an “impact statement” culture in the 1970’s and the energy
scenarios for the Project Independence Evaluation System, PIES, presented to Congress in 1974.
Unfortunately TA has degraded from the 1990’s with fake pseudoscientific public-mediapolitical agendas, particularly by environmentalists and green movements. Those assessments
ignore the analysis of basic economic considerations, lifecycle costing, maintenance,
performance efficiency and tangible impacts. There are further confusing features in their future
agendas (US Green Building Council, USGBC) with a more focused approach to “social equity”
and an increasing activity in government subsidies, tax credits, control, regulations, litigious
solutions and conflicting design criteria.
Thus this paper outlines the development of meaningful scenarios, methods of assessment and
tangible priorities for today’s technology assessment based on viable science and responsible
management. An example of an inefficient, costly, poor investment solar photovoltaic system for
a classroom is used to illustrate the principles and to highlight the issues with alternative
solutions.
Working procedure in Technology Assessment :
Scenario development needs a consistent working procedure in order to manage the infocyber.
Refer to the summary diagram for scenario overlays in Figure 1.
a.

Forming scenarios : Identify the technology, context and objectives for assessment.
Channels: Define and model the parameters of systems for the technology and context.
Tracks: Determine meaningful and acceptable parametric criteria to assess the systems
Gates: Determine the access, bias and security for infocyber, marketing, research, testing.
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Figure 1 : Channels . Nodes . Gates . Tracks . Scenarios
Technology :
Assessment :
Infocyber :
Channel :
Node :
Gate :
Scenario :
Track :

Description of a working system in terms of the parameters, measures, attributes,….
Comparison of system with performance criteria or with other systems for similar performance.
Information and cybernetics related to the systems involved in the technology assessment.
Organization of the system describing the specific technology and the context.
Common parameter or side by side measure, linking the channels and tracks for comparison.
Coupling mode, access, control and security of infocyber between channels, nodes and tracks.
Comparable scene for system parameter to be assessed through the node. efficiency, cost,..
Meaningful performance criteria or values for the assessed parameter…
Selection priority,… specifications, standards, security, comparative significance,…
Monitoring and maintaining system performance from a parallel independent channel.
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Nodes: Develop scenarios from the common parameters to compare channels and tracks.
b.

Defining parameters : Determine meaningful attributes, measures, units and relating
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c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

models relevant to each nodal scenario overlay, such as power P, efficiency k , energy W,
costs C, resources used, impacts, contaminants, for the whole identified technology. Use
subscript notations to qualify measures.
Measuring parameters : Determine the values for the parameters in the context of the
working system. Technical specifications from the manufacturer. Performance testing of
system in operation. Monitoring infocyber from operating systems. Maintenance logs.
Experimenting by measuring in field under varying conditions. Simulating systems and
mockups. Performance, consumer and market surveys. Instrument accuracy best within
5% but this can be difficult with varying field conditions. Basis for deductive logic
models.
Illustrating relationships : Diagrams from venn, flow, to math functions. Multimedia
presentations of analogous working systems, simulations. Prototypes of system
components. Inductive self-evident logic.
Formulating relationships :
Each nodal scenario has a gate to analyze infocyber
relationships from channel to node as a source of comparisons for that scenario. In
engineering and design the relationships are formulated and published in handbooks,
standards, codes to professional practice. The issue is to apply them to the systems in an
analogous meaningful context. These standards and codes should be revised as technology
and criteria evolve. In marketing, maintenance and facility management relationships may
be tenuous so often market and consumer surveys are structured with appropriate statistical
interpretation. Scatter diagrams of statistical and variable data are graphed and analyzed for
regression functions with error. Here a simple “middle third” method with 87% confidence
about 10% error is sufficient in systems design and assessment.
Analyzing scenarios : At each gate relevant infocyber with their measurement in the
correct context are applied to the formulated relationships according to their units of
measure.. The resulting measures at each channel and track node are compared for “greater
or less than or equal to” criteria in a side by side inequality. A ratio against the track or
alternative solution channel can quantify this disparity. With cumulative or integrated data
there is often a threshold potential, temperature, voltage or control for the system to work.
This is often overlooked in natural resource utilization such as solar, wind, rain.
Assessing scenarios : A matrix of scenario overlays are formed that connect through the
nodal gate analysis. For instance in separate scenarios, the power (Watt = Joule/sec) of a
system determines its size which in turn determines the capital cost ($). However, the
energy consumed or work done (Joule) for a system in time (year, Joule/year) determines
its use or consumption which in turn governs an annual cost ($/Year). These 4 scenarios
again create a further lifecycle costing scenario ($/lifecycle) overlay along with additional
maintenance and operating costs. Although each scenario assessment (power, capital,
energy, annual cost, lifecycle) is independent they can be dependent through the nodal gate
analysis. Priority for which scenario is important depends on the bias in vested interest of
the parties to the assessment. Investors and owners want a fast payback with residual value
or salvage at the end of a lifecycle. Manufacturers and contractors need quick sales without
maintenance issues. Customers want hassle free, economical, well performing, low
maintenance systems. We discuss the ethics of priorities with extraneous issues at the end
of the paper. When systems fail to meet criteria better alternative solutions should be
suggested. Analysis is disseminating scenarios. Synthesis is integrating scenarios in design.
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Technology Assessment Procedure :
Classroom Lighting :
a.

An Illustration :

Solar Photovoltaic System for

Forming scenarios : Description and context of system to be assessed : The components
for a solar photovoltaic system for classroom lighting is illustrated below. Solar powerenergy is converted with photo cells to low voltage DC or direct current electricity, stored
in batteries, then inverted to a higher voltage 120V AC or alternating current to offset the
power from a utility electricity grid to the luminaries. There are significant technical and
operating issues along the way.
Solar panel array :
Photovoltaics, PV :

Battery bank :
Controller :

Inverter :
Grid connect:

Luminaires :
Classroom illumination :

Objectives : 1. To assess performance, operation, economics and impacts of the described
system in offsetting the utility power supply. 2. To suggest alternative comparative
systems.
Channels : Power distribution efficiency from potential solar to lighting. Energy and
storage distribution efficiency from resource to offset grid electricity. Capital costs from
power needs and construction. Annual costs from offset energy, operations, maintenance.
Lifecycle costs with financing for payback on investment. Contaminants from manufacture
to operations. Alternative systems for comparisons.
Tracks : Acceptable criteria for comparing with channels. Product specifications. System
standards and codes. Case studies.
Gates : Infocyber filtered through biased sources according to vested interests from selling
whole systems to separate components. As a new applied technology with few monitored
demonstrations it is difficult to find consistent infocyber. Our TA approach is through
using an integrated self-evident empirical scientific logic.
Nodes : We focus on compliance scenarios comparing a generalized system with the
available general track information. Alternative solutions just compare those separate
channels.
b.

Defining parameters : voltage V volt, current a amp, resistance R ohm, power P = V.i
Watt (Joule/sec), time T hour, energy or work done W = P.T kWh (Joule) = V.a.T amphour a-h, efficiency K = POut /PIn %, K = WOut /WIn %, length ft (=0.305m), area A ft2
(=0.093m2), unit density W/ft2 $/ft2, E = P/A W/m2,capital cost CC $, annual cost CY
$/year, lifecycle cost CL $, payback period TPay year, resources used, impacts, contaminant
concentration.
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c.

Measuring parameters : In this assessment field measures are not undertaken. Typical
performance and design specifications are used from available inforcyber.

d.
e.

Illustrating relationships : combined with
Formulating Relationships : Forming track channel criteria.
Models : “Design integration for minimal energy and cost” Halldane, Elsevier Pub

Solar Photovoltaic Panel Array : Generalized circuit diagram for Power Distribution
Cell :
Array or Bank
Array to Load
PV or Battery
VA = nS.VC
VA = a (RA+RL)
2
nS in series
VA
PA = RA. a loss
VC volt
.
array power
aC amp
2
3 RS = nS.RC
R A RL
PL = RL. a load
RC ohm
2
2 aS = VA/RS
= VA . RL .
PC Watt
2
1 =VA/nS.RC
a
(RA+RL)
aC = VC /RC
aA = nP.aiS
PLMax when RA=RL
PC = VC .aC Watt
2
1 2 . nP aA= VA.nP/nS.RC Maximum power transfer when resistances equal
= aC . R C
2
PL/ PA+L = RL/(RA+RL) = 50% at max transfer
in parallel
RA = RC.nS/nP
= VC / RC

Cells must never have a reverse current, shorted nor fully discharged. Batteries should be
fully charged and never below 75%. Note series cells nS build voltage, parallel cells nP reduce
current which then reduces cell heating and improves performance.
Maximum power transfer is when resistances the same for array to inverter or to charge a
battery bank. Also with bank discharge to inverter the loss heats the batteries.
Solar Irradiation : Photovoltaics need blue clearsky sunshine without cloud to work
Power Irradiance normal to array
Θ LatSum k=0.24Sum
Θ LatWin k=0.12 Win
─ k/SinΘ AltitudeSun
EANMSum TDaySum
EANMWin TDayWin
2
EAN = 1350 W/m ● e
0
1061 12.1
Atmosphere absorption k = 0.24 Summer, 10
1061 12.7
O
O
0.12 Winter
20
1061 13.5
20
1200 10.9
DAltitudeSun = Altitude of sun DLat = Latitude
30
1058 14.4
10
1195 11.5
Maximum power density normal to array
40
1046 15.1
0
1188 12.1
panels may be considered as
2
50
1023 16.3
10
1175 11.5
EANSunMax ≈ 1000 ± 25 W/m peak Summer
2
60
987
19.4
20
1154 10.9
1000 ± 80 W/m peak Winter
O
70
929
22.0
30
1120
9.9
Over 40 Latitude, NY, Beijing, Tasmania,
835 24.0
40
1062
9.3
Rome, Pampas, Wellington NZ, … it falls off 80
50
951
8.2
rapidly. A clear winter atmosphere offsets a
90
669
60
407
5.5
lower sun angle. Daylight hours are shown.

Peak
DAltM
90
90
O
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

Value EANSunMax is for a tracking panel array normal to sun. For a fixed array sun is not normal
EASunMax = EANSunMax ● Cos ф NSun angle normal to sun. ф = (T-TNoon) 90 / TDay
Irradiated peak solar Power P = E ● AA = power x area of array
Watt
PSunM = EASunMax ● AA ≈ 1000 AA ● Cos ф NSun

(W/m2)m2

For a more detailed account look up table for your latitude for summer and winter EANMSum ,
EANMWin to gain 10% in winter.The flip in winter values is for equatorial latitudes in a 20O
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suncone. The corresponding peak sun altitudes are in the right column which is also used in
sunshading. This power calculation is for sizing the system and consequently the capital cost.
2

Available Solar Irradiance : Summer and Winter Sunshine 200 W/m burn threshold

Sunshine Ratio KSun = TSun / TDay compares time the sun is out with the total time of day…
KSun = 0.3 worst in rainy humid tropical cloudy summers : Panama, Amazon, Congo, India…shaded
= 0.4-0.5 rainy overcast : UK, Ottawa, South America, Roaring Forties, Russia
= 0.6-0.7 most temperate climates : NZ, Australia, Florida, Europe, LA, China
= 0.8 good in clear winter deserts : Kalahari, Sahara, Himalayas, Gobi, Kimberley
= 0.9 best in high mountain summers : Sierra Nevada,
Estimating Mean Profiles as a
portion of their enclosing
rectangle.

Irradiated solar Energy (Work) W = P●T = power x time kWatt-hour kWh , kJoule =
(kJ/sec)sec
Thus energy needs to integrate the peak power in terms of array, day, season and available
clear sky. Integrating a tracking array Cos ф =1 but a fixed array profile has a kф = 0.64
mean. As the daily sun altitude angle lowers from a peak, the sun power lowers by the
exponential sine so the effective daily profile is kAlt = 0.84 mean. The seasonal peak power
EANSunMax moves between summer and winter so the seasonal mean is for the Latitude ΘLatSum
+10O in summer and Latitude ΘLatSum -10O in winter. Likewise for the day time hours TDay the
daily mean is for Latitude ΘLatSum +10O in summer and Latitude ΘLatSum -10O in winter. The
available sunshine ratio KSun is determined from the map or local data. For energizing lamps,
charging storage, offsetting grid.
As an example for calculations : consider a 100 m2 fixed array (1076 ft2, 32’x32’) in New
Orleans 30ON Note hurricane season Aug-Sep cutting into both solar seasons.
Peak Solar Power : PSunM = EASunMax ● AA 1058x100 = 106 kW sum 1120x100 = 112 kW win
Solar Irradiation Energy :
Summer WSum = 104.6 kW x 0.64 x 0.84 x 15.1 h x 0.65 x 183 = 101,003 kWh sum
ΘLatSum+10O kф kAlt TDaySum KSunSum Days
Winter WWin = 115.4 kW x 0.64 x 0.84 x 10.9 h x 0.50 x 182 = 61,537 kWh win
ΘLatWin-10O
kф kAlt TDayWin
KSun Win Days
162,540 kWh/y
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Power Efficiency of photovoltaic cells KCell is about 20% for most newer silicon
multicrystaline based cells. It is a current system with about a constant voltage output. A cell
100 cm2 will produce about 1.5 W of power at 0.5 V DC at 3 a amp under 1000W/m2 sun with
resistance 0.17 ohm/cell. Active cell area is about 0.007-0.01 m2/W. Manufacturer specifications
are quite varied depending on the panel voltage and current rating then array configuration, for
example, with 1000 W/m2 irradiation assumed
Panel 215 W, 29 V at max power, 7.4 a at max power, 400 $ , 1.8 $/W
195 W, 17.6 V
11 a
330 $ , 1.6 $/W 21.7 V open circuit
1.2 m2 area
Panel Performance degradation can be significant at 2.5%/y with panel yellowing, cracking
glass, corrosion in wiring, dry joints. If cells go out or there is uneven shading with snow/leaves,
a back current can develop which destroys those cells in series. Warranty periods, often 5 years,
are only for parts so performance may only be 50% in 20 years and there is no residual asset for
resale. Another disturbing feature is that companies may not last to service and maintain the
products.
Energy Storage Batteries convert electrical energy into chemical when charging and the reverse
on discharge. To charge a battery takes 60-80% charging power to chemically deposit lead
sulfate PbSO4 and PbO2 on lead electrodes with water to store. The reverse reaction takes 7585% discharge power. Together the efficiency is 70x80 = 56±8 % Controls limit the state of
charge SOC to 50- 60-100% to avoid overcharging and fully discharging which can damage the
battery from overheating, gassing, and sulfation. Storage is rated in amp-hour, a-h then times the
voltage gives energy in Watt-hour, W-h
A 12V battery with 200 a-h has a capacity of 2400 W-h.
If a battery takes 20 h to drain completely with an 8 a load the amp-hour is 8x20 = 160 a-h.
Operation time for a 12V, 160 a-h capacity, with 15 a load will last 160 a-h / 15 a = 10.67
hour.
A typical specification : 12V nominal, 12.9V full charge float, 11.4V fully discharged float
12.6-13.8V at a-h/5 charge voltage, 12-10.2V at a-h/20 discharge voltage
Dimensions : 12V, 126 a-h, 13 x 6.9 x 8.5” (33 x17.5 x 21.6 cm), Warranty 1 year, Weight 74
lb 170$
A battery with 60% of its capacity left is considered worn out, life 500-800 cycles, warranty 3-5
y for parts but not performance.
Choosing Battery Capacity involves more than multiplying the load current by the backup time
in hours. First de-rate the battery for capacity tolerance, temperature, and discharge rate.
● Multiply the average load current by the backup hours of operation needed.
● Add 15% to cover loss of capacity from tolerance and UN-cycled batteries.
● For every 10OC (18OF) below room temperature (72OF) your worst case low temperature is add
10%
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● If your back-up time is less than 20 hours, add 10% for every time you have to double your
back-up time to equal more than 20 hours. For example : 20 minutes would be doubled 6 times
to equal more than 20 hours. Add 60% on to the required capacity.
●Add 40% degradation for an economic life cycle. 60% of its capacity left is considered worn
out.
Example : 10 Hours at 200 ma, average current, worst case temperature is 0OC
Backup time …10 hour x 0.2 a current… 2.0 a-h
Tolerance loss… 15% x 2.0 a-h …
0.3
O
0.4
Temperature …0 C 20% x 2.0 …
Backup<20 h … 10% x 2.0 …
0.2
Degradation… 40% x 2.0 …
0.8
Total 3.7 a-h
185 %
Inverters convert array and battery DC to load AC and voltage. The voltage step is often
nominally 24V array and bank to 120V 60 Hz load depending on the series-parallel circuit
currents with 94% efficiency x90% power factor = 85%. Dimensions 5kW 28.5 x 15.9 x 5.7”
(75.5 x 40.3 x 14.6 cm)
Grid-“switch” is simple on-off connection, like a light switch, to use when the array and battery
has insufficient power to drive the lighting Best with steady loads rather than intermittent use.
Grid-tie is essentially a “watch the meter run backwards” and “sell back to the utility” concept.
There are issues from connection fees, control installation, maintenance and legal responsibility.
The advantage is that the array can always dissipate energy when the lights are off and when
batteries are fully charged. Never use utility energy to charge the batteries as the losses are huge,
but more importantly storage increases pollution at the power station. Utility efficiency, plantgrid-load, is about… fuel 100%, steam 60%, turbine 80%, generator 90%, transmission 95% =
41% and if stored… inverter 94%x90%, battery 70%x80%, inverter 94%, circuit 50% = 9%
that is about 5 times the pollution at the plant if powered through battery storage. This also
defeats the argument for electric cars as they may save pollution on the road but add over 5 times
as much at the power station.
No-grid stand alone uses array and battery to load, usually for remote applications.
Lighting Load for classrooms by energy codes must be less than 1.1 W/ft2 connected to the
utility. With electrical ballast loss about 10-15%, luminaire features, room distribution and task
illumination performance about 30-50 footcandle fc , design specifications can become quite
tight. So the lampwatt power density should be 0.8-0.95 W/ft2. 8.6-10,2 W/m2 . Generally a
120VAC 32W T8 4ft lamp is used in a 3 lamp luminaire in two rows on 14ft centers with
instant start electronic ballasts, ballast factor 0.88. Our scenarios do not consider fixture costs nor
ballast loss.
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Integrating the circuits
Generalized circuit diagram, no controllers, for Solar PV System Classroom Lighting :
Sun
PV Array
Battery
Inverter DC-AC
Grid “switch”
Luminaire

PSun

VA

VBO

PA

PB
aBChar
aBDis

aA

VInvDC

VInvAC

VGrid

VL

PInv
aiInv

PGrid

PL
aL

VA 1.1> VB DC
VInvDC > KInv.VInvAC
VInvAC = VGrid = VL AC 120 V 60Hz
KP= 100% 20±3% 50% 56±8% 50%
85±2% = ( 2.4± 0.2) % peak power efficiency
50±17% 1 array 80±13% 3 batteries
= ( 1.0± 0.3) % degrade in 20 year
100% 20±3% 50%
85±2% = ( 8.5± 0.3) % direct to load no battery

Efficiency K is a ratio of the power out Pout to power in Pin of a system k = Pout / Pin The output
of a series system, with one going into the next, is the product of all those systems k = k1 k2….
Efficiency determines the extra system size and capital to compensate for the losses in an
inefficient design such as in poor fuels, storage, low power devices, poor maintenance,….
=

EDemT (J)
Energy
Demand

PDem (W) x
Power
Demand

T (s)
Time
Use

=

Energy needed for the time
in use ; month for utility billing,
annual for economics.

EDen
(Joule) x
Energy (V,A,m)
Density Supply

Q (V,A,m) x
Quantity
Resource

k (W/W)
Efficiency

Energy per
volume, area, mass
within resource

Amount
resource
used

System
distribution
efficiencies

Capital Cost, CCO is the original cost to plan, design, select, finance, manufacture, transport,
install, run, test and commission a system. System capital ranges from an off-the-shelf product
right up to a custom made design. Capital is based on the power that is needed to drive the
system. The most often overlooked capital is the financing, particularly with new technology, in
retrofitting before the end of a useful life and in underestimating a construction or maintenance
budget. Energy performance contracts suffer here as they need to guarantee savings to repay
their investors over time. As a consultant between parties I have found these contracts are rarely
successful because of discrepancies in monitoring the savings, changes in use-occupancy, poor
design and equipment, lack of maintenance, companies folding, .. essentially the building owners
end up paying the bills. Capital costs are only seen by the owners and shareholders in the
precommissioning phases, then in renovation or refitting to upgrade technology during
occupancy. There are also strategies to offset power related capital to portions of approved
building construction costs for refitting and renovation. Government incentives are best with a
manufacturer as investment credit to pass on as a price rebate. Subsidies provide no payback
for the taxpayer as an investor. Income tax credits and deductions are only proportionally good
as the taxpayer income tax bracket.
CO ($)

Cost
Original
Original
cost of
product.

=

PD (W,A) •
Power
Demand

CP

( $ )

Cost

Rates for Sales Commissions
Discounts Incentives

System size
power, area

Cost rate
equipment
power

Wholesale
plus: Commission, markup,royalty,…
less : Discount, rebates, tax credits
Government manufacture incentives,

Unit (W,A)

[ 1 +RCom(%)−RDis(%) −RGov(%) ]
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[ 1 +RAux(%)]
Auxilliary
Systems
Portion extra
equipment,
housing

CCO ($)
Cost
Capital
Capital
Cost.

=

CO •

Cost
Orig.

Original
cost of
product.

[ 1 +RPlan(%)+RDes(%)+RInst(%)]

[ 1 +RFin(%/y).T(y)]
Rate Financing for
Time

Portions for
Planning, fees, permits,…
Design ≈10%,
Install, transport,

Add simple interest or
dividends over
investment or payback
period.

Rates for Planning
Design Installation

±

CBldg($)

Cost Bldg
Construction
Building
Plus or Offset
Refitting
Renovation

Annual Cost CY is the sum of the yearly costs related to the energy used in the system
through time and the repayment of the financing costs. Repayments are often neglected
because they involve the owners rather than the facility managers who are responsible for the
cash flows in daily operations. Managers tend to think of savings as profit for a business. A
business apportions a budget for a monthly utility bill to run a local conventional system
needed for that occupancy. When utility bills exceed about 8% of their revenue then managers
tend to seek conservation methods to reduce those utilities but still within their budget. It is the
owners of the facility who may seek capital intensive conservation to reduce those bills, however
in rented-leased facilities there is little incentive to finance an upgrading by owners. Utility cost
depend on the price of their resources, peak load periods, seasonal demand, subsidies for low
income families.
CY ($/y)
Cost
Annual
Annual
Cost

=

Y

+ CCO ($)• [RMn+RPay+RSk−RG(%/y)]

∑ [PD(kW)•T(h)•CE($/kWh)•[1-RSub(%]]
Sum over year Power x Time x
Utility Rate
Subsidy

Cost
Cap.

Sum products of Power x Time in use x
Utility unit cost rate for energy for fuel,
season, time-of-day, sector, usage,
subsidies, …

Capital
Cost.

Annual Rate : Sinking
Maintain Payback Gov.

Maintenance, operation
Payback loan with interest
Sinking fund for refitting
Government.tax depreciation ≈ 12y

Lifecycle Cost CL is a balance in the sum of the annual costs with capital in time as
compared with a conventrional economic solution for that same business. A payback period is
often used to determine the rate of return on an investment from an investor’s viewpoint.
Economists use discounted costs or present worth which ask what do I invest now to make a
certain amount in the future. Discounting should never be used in budgeting because it
underestimates real costs. It possibly explains why some government agencies are short changed
in their budget requests since the Office of Management and Budget, allocates resources based
on discounted economics. We compare lifecycle scenarios for periods beyond the useful life
of the systems to include the cost of replacement or refitting CRef up to the best systems
lifecycles. In estimating future costs a monetary inflation rate RMon is used and sometimes
deflation RDef where system prices reduce with market competition.
Compare :
Units : $, n y

Conventional Scenario A
with
Conserving Scenario B
n
n
∑ CYA ($/y) +CCOA($) +CRefA($) = CLA …. CLB = ∑ CYB ($/y) +CCOB($) +CRefB($)
Annual
Capital
Refit
Annual
Capital
Refit
n
n
Transpose :
∑ CYA ($/y) − ∑ CYB ($/y) …. CCOB ($) − CCOA($) + CRefB($) − CRefA($)
Inequality :
Annual Cost Savings ≥ Extra Capital Costs
Payback Period TPay = n : Annual Cost Savings = Extra Capital Costs

Payback Period TPay for conserving applications is the time when the sum of the annual cost
savings balance with the extra capital needed to create those savings compared with an
existing or conventional case. An investor payback period is simply the time they get their
money back with interest, dividends, or consideration. Most lenders want a 3-5 year payback
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with 7-12%/y interest and longer lower interest venture capital is extremely difficult without
colateral security.
Conservation strategies come from changing the values of the parameters in the lifecycle model
so that they balance in time. The simplest is to reduce the power-time of the demand without
buying extra equipment; turning off lights and air conditioning, open windows,… A critical
parameter is in sustaining the efficiency k of systems with degradation and aging; one guide is
the IRS depreciation time which is about 12-15 years for electrical and mechanical equipment 1
year for computers, fluorescent lamps 80% from initial lumens, polycarbonate transmission loss
by weathering 0.8 to 0.1 in 2 years,… they may work technically under a guarantee but their
performance can degrade. Energy resources should be used directly, for instance, daylighting
through windows is far more efficient than through a photovoltaic-battery-fluorescent lamp
conversion and one offsets the utility power by turning off the lights. Negative capital can be
with cheaper refitting using more efficient, longer lasting, less powerful equipment. Never
retrofit because the capital of an existing system it is replacing still has to be paid off during its
useful life…. you refit when it is economically justified.
Sinking funds are amounts set aside to repay a debt at maturity or by schedule such as in public
bonds and loans. During the interim, sinking funds are often reinvested to gain interest. In
conservation, sinking funds can also be used to anticipate a future lifecycle cost or loan such as
in effective refitting, and renovation. Batteries need replacement at their warranty period and
hotels usually need to replace bedding, furnishings,.. every couple of years. Energy contracts
use this principle where projected utility cost savings are used to replay a contractor who has
installed conserving equipment at their expense. Financing here is often with high interest
venture capital supplemented with government subsidies. Energy contracts are risky, rarely work
out and the facility owner ends up with the bills along with replacing the poorly performing
equipment. Performance based specifications were tried in the 70’s by the National Bureau of
Standards but were unsuccessful because prototypes failed to meet the specifications in testing
and the parties involved could not work out who should fix and pay. Managing sinking funds is
often very difficult, first in terms of monitoring the before and after utility costs, assessing
baseline “savings”, then to actually save the funds for the purpose.
Cost summary : Capital : Array panels 1.7 $/Wsupply under 1kW/m2 sun 200 Wsupply 20%
efficient 340 $/m2array 200 Wsupply/m2array Batteries 1 $/a-h at 12V = 83 $/kWh allow
oversize185% for degradation , Grid-Tie Inverter 1700-2900$ off-grid inverter only 800$,
Controller 500$
Ancillaries, cables,connectors.. 23% cost main systems. Contractor
installation cost 14% system cost. Annual : Utility energy cost 0.13 $/kWh Grid-Tie fee ??
Insurance ?? Administrative fee : 10% within energy cost and likely for grid-tie. Sinking fund
for maintenance to refit components : array 5%/y battery bank 10%/y inverter controller
10%/y whole system needs replacement within 20 years. Rebates and tax credits are not
included as the payback economics should be justified to both customer and taxpayer.
Unfortunately governments are making poor technology investments in poor applications. Thus
there is the need for this technology assessment which includes both viable performance and
economic payback.
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f.

Analyzing scenarios :

Consider a photovoltaic powered lighting scenario for a 32x32 ft = 95 m2 1024 ft2 classroom
in New Orleans 30ON requiring less than 1.1 W/ft2 connected lighting and power demand
1.1x1024 = 1126 W fluorescent lighting for an 8 hour 5 day occupancy. The load energy
becomes 1126x8 = 9.0 kWh/day. Utility cost 1.126kW x 8h/day x 5/7day x 365day x
0.13$/kWh = 2354kWhx0.13 = 306$/y The luminaire current 1126W / 120V = 9.4 a Number
of 32W T8 4ft lamps 1.1x0.9 = 1W/ft2x1024/32 = 30 lamps = 10 fixtures, pendant 5 in 2 rows.
From data generated in d. e. the diagram is reversed to size the equipment from the demand.
Luminaire
demand
VL
120V
PL
1.13kW
aL=9.4a

Grid -Tie

Inverter AC- DC

Battery

VGrid

VInvAC

PGrid

PInv
aiInv

VInvDC
PB
aBChar
aBDis

24VInvDC

24VB DC <1.1 VA

AC 120 V 60Hz VGrid = VInvAC = 120V

VBO

PV Array Sun
supply
VA
PSun
PA
aA

Powerwise the system is sized in kW for the voltage. Energywise it is sized in kWh for capacity
a-h
Scenario 1. Grid-Tie and Array, no battery : sell back power from solar power collected
Peak solar power direct from array 30ON summer 1.06 AA (m2) kW sum , 1.12 AA (m2) kW
win
1.06 AA (m2) kW = 1.126kW/ 85% x 50% x 20% = 13.3 kW
AA = 13.3/1.06 =
12.5 m2
array supply lighting demand inverter.circuit.array sun supply
minimum array
area
Summer solar energy direct from array to offset summer lighting demand.
AA (m2) x 1046 W/m2 x 0.64 x 0.84 x 15.1 h x 0.65 x 183
kWh x 20% x 50% x 85%
array mean ΘLatSum+10O kф kAlt TDaySum KSunSum days available array circuit inverter
= AA (m2) x 85.852 kWh = 1.126 kW x 8 h/day x 5/7 day x 183 day = 1177 kWh summer
AA = 1177 / 85.9 = 13.7 m2 this offsets the summer utility energy for lighting
Winter solar energy direct from array to offset winter lighting demand.
AA (m2) x 1154 W/m2 x 0.64 x 0.84 x 10.9 h x 0.50 x 183
kWh x 20% x 50% x 85%
O
array mean ΘLatWin-10 kф kAlt TDayWin KSunWin days available array circuit inverter
= AA (m2) x 52.593 kWh = 1.126 kW x 8 h/day x 5/7 day x 183 day = 1177 kWh winter
AA = 1177 / 52.6 = 22.4 m2 this offsets the winter utility energy for lighting
Now with a 25 m2 array : Energy = 25x85.852 sum + 25x52.593 win = 3463 kWh
which offsets 3463x0.13 = 450 $/y The most simplistic lifecycle costing without maintenance :
Capital : 25x340= 8500$ + 2900$ + 500$ + 23%x11900= 2737$ + 14%x14637=2049$ = 16686$
array
inverter control
ancillaries
installation
total
Annual : TPay [3463kWh x 0.13$/kWh= 450 $/y ]
Simple savings payback approach compared with conventional system TPay = 16686/450 = 37
year
The rate becomes 16686 $/ 2354 kWh/y x 20y = 0.35 $/kWh compared with a conventional
utility 0.13 $/kWh a nearly 3 fold increase
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Scenario 2. Grid-Tie Array, Battery : sell back power from solar power collected
Array 25 m2 Power and energy as in Scenario 1 but we add the battery cost
Storage 2 day 1.126 kW/day x 8 h/day x 1day x185% deg = 16.7 kWh x83$/kWh =1383 $
Capital :25x340=8500$+1383$ +2900$+500$ +23%x13283=3055$+14%x16338=2287$ 18625$
array battery inverter control
ancillaries
installation total
The rate becomes 18625 $/ 2354 kWh/y x 20y = 0.40 $/kWh compared with a conventional
utility
Scenario 3. Off-Grid. Array and Battery Standalone :
Peak solar power direct from array 30ON summer 1.06 AA (m2) kW sum , 1.12 AA (m2) kW
win
1.06 AA (m2) kW = 1.126kW/ 85% x 50% x 56%x50% x 20% = 47.5 kW AA =47.5/1.06=
44.8m2
array supply lighting demand inverter.circuit battery.array sun supply
minimum array
area
Winter (critical) solar energy direct from array to offset winter lighting demand.
AA (m2) x 1154 W/m2 x 0.64 x 0.84 x 10.9 h x 0.50 x 183
kWh x 20% x 50% x 85%
x50%x56%
array mean ΘLatWin-10O kф kAlt TDayWin KSunWin days available array circuit inverter battery
= AA (m2) x 14.726 kWh = 1.126 kW x 8 h/day x 5/7 day x 183 day = 1177 kWh winter
AA = 1177 / 14.7 = 80 m2 this offsets the winter utility energy for lighting
Now with a 80 m2 array : Energy = 80x85.852 sum + 80x52.593 win = 11080 kWh of sun
Standalone system takes in 11080 kWh sun to energize 2354 kWh lighting demand with energy
lost to charge - discharge the batteries and turn off the system so the batteries do not overcharge
particularly in summer.
Storage 3 day 1.126 kW/day x 8 h/day x 3day x185% deg = 50 kWh x83$/kWh =4150 $
Capital :80x340=27200$+4150$ +800$+500$+23%x32650=7510$+14%x40160=5622$ 45782$
array
battery inverter control
ancillaries
installation
total
This is a standalone cost of 45782$/2354kWh/yx20y = 0.97 $/kWh for the life of the system
compared with a conventional utility 0.13 $/kWh with over a 7 fold increase.
g.
Assessing scenarios : for the described classroom and parametric criteria in track channel.
Grid-Tie and Array, no battery, required an array 1/8 the floor area to establish a stable voltage
and 1/7 to collect energy. To collect winter energy the array area is doubled x2 for 1/4 the floor
area.
A no-grid standalone with battery needs an array 4/5 the floor area at about x6 fold a minimum
grid area. By interpolation a third Scenario 3. Grid-Tie with battery, would be about x4 fold a
minimum distribution, 1/2 the floor area with the power divided 3:1 direct : battery as the
battery is only 0.5x0.56 = 28% efficient compared with the direct.
Economics for all solar photovoltaic scenarios are unjustified. The simplest assessment is by
the capital cost/annual energy used x economic life for the systems.
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Conventional = 0.13 $/kWh Grid-Tie no battery = 0.35 $/kWh
Grid-Tie Battery = 0.40 $/kWh Standalone Battery = 0.97 $/kWh
Payback periods are meaningless beyond the economic lifecycle of 20y, 37 years plus, and
thus have no return on investment value. Degradation of arrays 50% in 20 years. There is
no residual market value, in fact the owner has to pay for refitting or removal with little
salvage value. Even solar thermal hot water heaters became obsolete and removed in California
with lower gas prices. The whole idea of a utility is for an efficient economic distribution of
resources. The best approach is to conserve demands which lowers the need for supply. In
these scenarios conservation is in lowering the need for electric lighting through simply direct
sunshaded daylighting. There is no need to change the energy mode from light to electricity
back to light. Costs can be absorbed in a necessary refitting of systems at the end of their
economic life and within the conventional construction.
Alternative Scenarios : always come up with a viable solution to the issues
Daylighting through sunshaded windows is a better scenario to offset peak electric lighting.
This was ample for south facing classrooms with overhangs at El Roble Junior High, Claremont .
An installed mirror over half the ceiling also improved the daylight penetration as illustrated
Sunshaded Daylighting with Mirror Ceiling

R38. Ceiling reflector panels for daylight penetration. John F. Halldane. Electric Power Research Institute Palo Alto. EPRI
Research Project 2285-10, November 1985. El Roble High School, Claremont, CA

below. Architects these days do not seem to understand the basics; E-W facing windows need
exterior vertical sunshading to keep out the heat and the blinding sun from your eyes, S facing
windows need horizontal exterior sunshading overhangs to capture groundlight. Capital cost for
mirror and windows with sunshading are part of the construction costs. The lesson here is to use
resources directly with the least of series inefficiencies and changes in energy modes.
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